
*Patent Pending

Lenovo 500e/w G4 Chromebook

Safeguard Lenovo 500e/w G4 Chromebooks slide-on ease and enhanced screen 
protection in an updated, lightweight design. With refined top design, the Extreme 
Shell-F2 Slide Case* reduces carrying weight, without sacrificing durability or protection, 
while providing a sleek and easier-to-clean surface. The innovative slide design dispers-
es pressure evenly around the entire perimeter, for a snug fit that eliminates pressure 
hotspots around the screen. Layered bumpers maximize protection with soft, shock-ab-
sorbing TPU next to the device and an outer covering of rugged scratch-, dirt- and 
oil-resistant TPE. The overhang corners add protection without added bulk, while the 
clear, rigid top and bottom panels prevent exterior damage and provide visibility for 
stickers and asset tags. The custom fit ensures easy access to all buttons and ports. For 
added convenience, the V2 design accommodates a handy carrying strap that fits 
snuggly against the case (sold separately).
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Note: We’re continually innovating. For complete device list 
see: www.maxcases.com/Extreme-Shell-F

LN-ESF-500E-G4-GRYLENOVO 500E/W G4 CHROMEBOOK 12"

KEY FEATURES
Custom-fit design for the Lenovo 500e/w G4 Chromebooks

Refined surfaces are smooth and easy to wipe down

Slide-on top panel adds screen protection by evenly
dispersing pressure around the perimeter of the screen

Two-layer bumpers maximize protection with
shock-absorbing TPU covered with scratch-, dirt-,
and oil-resistant TPE

Overhang top corners double the protection when
device is closed

Clear top and bottom panels resist scratches and impact
damage and provide visibility to asset tags

Slide design enables fast, easy installation

Perfect-fit ballistic-glass screen protectors, MAXProtec
antibacterial upgrade, and custom colors/logos are available
with minimum quantity of 500 (additional fees apply)

Unique design accommodates a carrying strap that fits
snugly against the device (sold separately)

V2 design reduces weight without sacrificing durability
and protection

Refined design with added screen protection
Extreme Shell®-F2 Slide-On Case


